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ABSTRACT

In the evolution of Old Germanic
poetry the need for a metre as the ex-
ternal verse form with the universal mugs
of application is supplied in two ways.
The metre is either abstracted from the
concrete prosodic structures of epic alli-
terative line giving rise to syllabo-
tonics (in Late Old English-poetry) or is
originated as the discovery of form within
the language (the formalization of pro

-

sodic word-structures in scaldic poetry).

;. The alliterative verse

I.I. In works on comparative metrics
the Germanic alliterative verse (AV) is
usually referred to as a free form of
tonic (or accentual) verse. Thus,M.L.West
defines an alliterative line as "a vari-
able unit containing two stresses and as
much else as the poet saw fit to put in"
/I,p.IBI/. This definition is to a certain
extent contradictory. In fact, sentence
stress is the basic measure of allitera-
tive long line, but the long line carries
not two stresses, but four. As for the
short line, or half-line, it is known
since Sievers' 'Die altgermanische Metrflfl
/2/, that it not only counts stresses
(phonetic words), but also takes into
account - at least in regular forms ofAV-
the prosodic syllable features within the
word. In its schemes syllables are classi-
fied by quantity and also by stress. How-v
ever, it follows from the alliterative
design that in the long line the gradation
of hrasal stress is taken into account
as well.

The complexity of AV, the union in it
of utmost freedom with ”inscrutable and
needless” distinctions has always impeded
scholars. Innumerable attempts have been
made to explain away facts discovered by
Sievers and his followers, either by
changing priorities from the linguistic
arrangement of the line to its oral (musi-
cal) performance or by drawing a sharp
border-line between the principal (metri-
cal) schemes and their phonetic (finfihmiunj

realization. 'Sievers fafite blob die Rea-
lisierung ins Auge',- Kurylowicz writes
in this connection, - ohne zum Grundsche-
ma vorzudringen' /3,S.I40/.

But Sievers' special rules are rules
indeed, that is they prescriptively dis-
tinguish between the metrical (those re-
current in verse) and non-metrical (not in
use or occasional) lines(cf./4,p.I74/).

Thus, being an accentual system, AVis
quite sensitive to the quantitative struc-
ture of words in stressed positions. The
change in the word order in Old Norse
Vsp.42.7. fagrraubr hani would resultin
a non-metrical ('too light') line hani
fagrraubr. But a minor emendation would
reconcile it with the scheme: efia hani
fagrraubr (cf. GBr.II.7. eBa gull gloa-
raufir).

It is only natural that the metrical

relevance of secondary stress provokes
main objections. To quote Kurylowicz
again, 'Nach Sievers gehoren sie zum me-
trischen Schema, wahrend sie in Wirklich-
keit bq gins submetrische Rolle'spielen
d.h. beim mundlichen Vortrag zwar berucko
sichtigt werden, aber metrisch ebenso
wenig relevant sind wie die kombinatori-
schen Varianten der Sprachlaute fur die
phonologische Gestalt des Wortes'/3,S.1’40/.
Nevertheless, in spite of the theory,
secondary stress is essential to the
metre in such a line as Old English
860. 463. 8&8 - Dena folc (E-type, in
Sievers' notation), where it supports the
four-element structure of the line, i.e.
prevents the weak syllables from slurriqp
Thus, his line is not to be modified
into ihtigan folc (but of. Bee. 1398.
mihtigan drihtne). E. Sievers, with all
his alleged 'empiricism‘ made a clear-
out distinction between the schemes with
obligatory (i.e. metrical) and faculta—
tive (i.e.submetrical) secondary stresam.

Language selectivity of AV is never
so persistent as in its 'rhythmic li-
cences'. The ertrametrical (i.e.addi -
tional to two scheme ’drops') anacrusis
in BEOWULI will be a good example. The
actual words in this position make it
evident that in spite of what is expected
of the accentual verse, AV distinguishes
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between the sedcalled 'phonetic words'
and words as prosodically structured
lexical units. In 'the regular verse of

the BEOWULrvpoet anacrusie is reserved
for unstressed mo hemes (i.e. proverbs),
while the unstresse auxiliaiz words(i.e.
propositions, conjunc one e c. are
avoided in this position. The pattern of
Dec: 217. Gewat pa ofer wéégholm / winds
gefysed is recurrent.in at least 75
lines of the poem. Thomas Cable took no-
tice of the fact, pointing out that the
deviations in metro are based on the same
material as the deviations in Germanic
accentual word structure /5,p.35/. Hence,
it can be easily understood why anacrusis
has remained in fact a minor rhythmic li-
cence in the Scandinavian version of AV,
where it occurs only occasionally and any
in loose forms of Fornyroislag. The nutter
is that in Old Norse there are practical-
ly no words with nonoinitial stress (verbs
with prefixes). Or, to say it in another
way, there exists no prosodic material
where anacrusis could have been opposed
to"metrica1: initial drops in B~,C-t¥P°°
Q-rx-vor x-4x ).

These facts taken into consideration,
we can better size up the essential diffe-
rence between regular forms of AV and its
loose forms. The-rhythmic tendencies of
the latter are in regular forms split into
the main rule and the alternative rule ,’
that Is the rule realized under definable
linguistic conditions (of. Ieyeer's ap-
Pr°8¢h 1n /6/). .

If metre is defined as an invariant
scheme abstracted from the prosodic struc-
ture of a concrete line, then such metre
is not to be found in AV, however com-
plicated and strict it might be. The de-
Velopment of AV leads not to its abstrac-
tion but to its further splitting and de-
vision into variant metrical (main and
alternative) schemes and, consequently,
to its still closer union with the poetic
language.

If metre is called the general law of
verse, then the alliterative metrical
system can be with good reason compared
With the common law of ancient Teutons
with its incidental detailing and casuist-

IV. I believe that this mode of existence
Of Germanic verse (that is its not being
abstracted frOm the word- and sentence-
prosodic structures) is precisely the
feature that makes it so interesting for
the.theory of metrics. It is an archaic
feature of verse t ologically imp 9 by
he very essence o epic authorship.

I.2. Theoretical studies of Av have
always been verified by the question of
how an ancient scop could cope with the
system. so astoundingly complicated as 12113.
A. Heusler believed that Sievers' five
types of the short line are to be regarded
as a feature belonging not to AV as such

but to the artificial style that had de-
veloped in 'Ifiseepos' as a result of se-
condary normalization /7.S.130/. Now that
owing to the discoveries of recent deca-
des, more is known about the nature of
epic authorship, we would rather say :
formal complexity of AV is the result of
its 'artlessness', that is of the fact
that the soap was not aware of verse-form
as such. It was not the form as a system
of devices that he mastered but the form-
ally organized - formulaic - language.
Recreating and varying formulas the coop
was at the same time recreating the verse
with all its gradual transitions between
the norm (canonized forms), usage and
free variation.

It would not be a mistake to say that
the whole theory of AV is imbedded in the
formulaic theory as created by M. Perry
and A. Lord. Perry's initial definition
of the formula as 'a group of words which
is regularly employed under the same met-
rical conditions to express a given essen-
tial idea' /8,p.80/ and still more the
illuminating statements of'The Singer of
Tales“ by A. Lord point to exactly the
same type of relations between language
and verse as was outlined above, except
for the fact that the 'tendencies' of the
folklore epic songs as distinguished from
the medieval epos, have not Jelled into
'special rules'.

But in spite of Lord's assumption that
the singer 'learns the meter ever in as-
sociation with particular phrases, those
expressing the-most common and oft-re-
peated ideas of the traditional story“
/9,p.32/, and that, consequently, 'any
study of formula must therefore properly
begin with a consideration of metrics and
music“ /9,p.3I/, the nature of epic met-
rics remains in the background of his
theory. On the same pages he labels the
verse 'a more or less rigid rhythmic
pattern“ the singer 'has to pour his ideas
into'/9,p.22/ which seems exactly the op-
posits to the assumption cited above.
Francis P. Magoun and his pupils by whose
untiring efforts hoards of Old English
formulas were examined, never attempted
any explanation of AV, though 'the five
types', as one could have imagined,proved
indispensable for the practical purposes
of classifying formulas. In the heated
discussion of the Sixties around the for-
mulaic theory (see the review of Ann Ch.

Watts /IO/) t 6 problems of verse were
altogether omitted from consideration.
This indifference to the verse aspect of
formulas can be accounted for by two
reasons.

Firstly, the formulaic poetry was in-
variably viewed by the followers of Parry
and Lord as the gggl-formulaic poetry,
formulas being regarded as the visib e
trace of oral composition, that is ”the
composition during oral performance'.
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The 'metrics', in its turn, was mainly
thought of as the reflection of ‘music',
the reconstruction of which was believed
to be the major aim of scholarly studies.
Special importance was attached to the
Anglo-Saxon harp (of. the discussion in
/II/). The difference between the litera-
ry situation in the twentieth century
Yugoslavia ind the situation in medieval
England was obscured in that reasoning,

though this particular difference is re-
sponsible for the fact that the epic poet-
ry was transferred to parchment without
the assistance of a philologist with a
tape-recorder. It has been shown ever

since that formulas can not be used as a
proof of the oral origin of a text in its
extant form. They do not fall into msuse,
to say the least, in texts definitely
known as those created on parchmentJ'a'mu-
laic poetry - and the corresponding type
of metrics - lived as long as 'the un-
conscious authorship' (H. Steblin-Kamen-
skij's term) prevailed in medievalwriuen
poetry. To quote Steblin-Kamenskij, “The

movement from unconscious to conscious
authorship, obviously, is the basic di-

rection in which literature develops. It
is a great simplification, though, to

assume that the transition from oral to

written literature coincides with the

transition to conscious authorship'/12,

p.130/.
Secondly, among various types of for-

mulas and formulaic systems it was the
semantic formulas (i.e. formulas serving
to equip epic themes) that mainly attrac-
ted attention. It is clear, however, that
the connection of verse with language is
first and foremost realized on the level
of more general patterns underlying se-
mantic formulas, 1.9. on the level of
rhythmic-syntactic formulas. As a matter
of fact, only the latter Justify speaking
of the 'totally formulaic style' as the
general organizing principle of Old Ger-
manic poetic language. As for semantic
formulas, their share is largely dependmt
upon the genre of the text and other fea-
tures of its poetic_style.

Being rooted in 'unconscious author-
ship; AV can not break through the range
of traditional ideas and values of epic
poetry, an this puts an end to its exist-
ence.

1.3. There were several attempts to
explain the collapse of AV (first of all
in the English tradition) as the result
of the changed structure of the language.
Primary importance was attached to the‘
changes in word prosodics ( quantitative
changes in Middle English word) , in word-
stock (numerous French borrowings and the
deterioration of poetic vocabulary) and
also to the analytic tendencies in gram-
mar. This approach (first applied to AV
by Winfred P. Lehmann /IS/) seems nowa-
days too straightforward. No less radical

prosodic transformations (as well as‘fiher
linguistic changes) took place in the pre
written period, but while an unbroken po-
etic tradition and the continuity of po-
etic texts were preserved, they did not
produce any catastrophes in the metrical
system. The Old Norse 'post-syncopal'
Iornyrdislag had, obviously, little af-
finity to the Common Germanic long line
which was current at the time of syllable
autonomy. Still, both systems, which are
thousand years apart, are diachronically
and typologically (as far as vea e -

ne 3 iden--language relations are concer

tical. Linguistic changes become destruc-
tive for the verse only when poetry
spreads to the spheres of reality un-
conquered (and unconquerable) by tradi-
tion, and the verse comes into contact
with new subjects and raw speech material.
This process can be to some extent traced
in Late Old English texts. Thus, although
the author of the Late Old English poem
DURHAM takes great pains to follow the
classical samples of AV, his attempts are
bound to fail:'like a boy riding a bi-
cycle, once the traditional poet or singer
began to think about what he was doing,
he was liable to fall off' /I4,p.I76/.
Although the syllable range varies in
DURHAM within the same limits as in EEG-
WULF and the number of alliterative words
per line is usually observed, the allite-
ration, marking accidental words, is in—
effective, the metrical schemes of the
short line are crushed, and the place of
formulas is taken by disorderly speech
material. The verse of DURHAM might be
defined as 'a variable unit containing
two stresses and as much else as the poet
saw fit to put in' (see 1.1), but this is
no longer alliterative verse.

At the same time it is quite sympto-
matic, that in this particular loose verse
and as an attempt to compensate for its
looseness, the “alternating rhythm be

-

comes almost mandatory'/I3,pIOO/:
9. is in §ere byri ego/.bzarnum gecyaed

I4.Is Ber inne midd hecm/fibelwold biscop
l I a I

The same is more or less true of
other Late Old English texts. The way is
gradually paved for the adoption of Latin
and French poetic metres and for the con-

ception of syllabo—tonics.

Some centuries earlier and on an in-
-comparably larger scale the process of
abstracting metrics as an external form
began in the Scandinavian tradition. The
starting point for this process was (as
in the case of Old English poetry) the
spreading of poetry to new subjects (fin¢
~and foremost the sphere of the actual
present) and the development of indivi-
dual authorship. But the scaldic metrics
unlike the budding syllabo-tonic schemes
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of English poetry appears as the result
0f abstracting the form within the proso-dic structures of the language itself.

’2. The scaldic verse

2.1. The scaldic verse is generally
considered as a tightened form of the epic
verse: 'the scalds added external require-
mentsto those they had inherited”/I.3,‘p.84/.
The scaldic line is formed, from this
point of view, by adding a fixed cadence
(- x ) to the short line of the epic mould.
The scald retains the accentual schemes
of the line (Sievers' five types), but
adds to them some innovative syllabic re-
strictions.on the number of unstressed
syllables and the quantitative rules: so,
resolution is permitted in the initial
positions of the line butrsvoided~in the
middle of the line, etc. The alliteration,
in its turn, is subjectedwto some new for-
mal restrictions and assistedrby internal
rhyme (‘hending') of two types : afialhendo
ing or full rhyme, in the even lines of
a v as and skothending, or partial rhyme,
in its odd lines.

It is clear, however, that this
approach to the scaldic verse entails
additiOnal complications to the old
ques on of how poets were able to cope
with their technique. The rules of epic
poetry, as we have seen, were not cumber-
some for the scop : "he learnes the meter
ever in association with particular‘phnasx?
/9.P.32/. But the scaldic poetry is de-
monstrably unformulaic. Entity of sense is
not evolved by its lines. So, the three
word' of the following line by scald Sig-
Vat ordarson all belong to three diffe-
rent sentences interwoven within the space
of a helming: eirlaust - konungr- Inira.
Peter G. Foote might be quite right when
he suggests that "pairs of alliterative
words and rhyming stems must have hung to-
gether as tags, perhaps not 'formulaic'
in the strict sense of the word, but ready

to Spring in m1nd'/Is,p.183/. but the
technique of such composition, - if we
consider the remarkable 'scaldic sensibi-
lity'(Carol Clover) in matters of author-
ship} - remains even more obscure with
this suggestion.

What is still worse, there are nume-
rous lines that do not lend themselves to
the routine procedure of metrical analy-
sis: some of the generally accepted cri-
teria are ineffective in case of the
scaldic verse espec ally those based on
the semantic values of words), others -
insufficient (as eddic alliteration in

use w h an additional stress)- The 30‘
centuation of the simplest line of four
words ( kilir ristu haf Lists ) becomes
a problem for a scholar attached to the
traditional approach. It is often assumed
that the scalds sacrified some metrical
rules for the sake of some other metrical

rules, and that being mveterate 'forma-
lists' they often actually violated form.
Sometimes they went so far as to put auxiL
iary words in the position of key- alli-
teration to adjust the number of sylla-
bles and the framework of handing.

We prefer another solution to this
problem. It is the contention of the pre-
sent paper that eddic metrical schemes are
not to be taken for granted in scaldic
verse. The violation of the eddic struc-
tures was not compulsory but deliberate,
not chaotic but systematic in scaldic
versification. In his attitude towards
the outworn treatment of the language in
traditional poetry the scald resorted to
a device that might be called 'aliena-
tion'(ostrannenie) after the Russian for-
mal school. He experimented with the pro-
sodic structures of words like a true
'structuralist' and in doing so reduced
the structures of language to a few ope-
rable patterns. We are going to show now
that scaldic metrics is not at all as com-
plicated as it looks.

01d Icelandic literature (unlike Old
Irish) completely passes over the ques-
tion of how ‘the young scalds' learned
their trade. It is well-known to allthose
who attempted to penetrate 'Snorri's
categories', that elucidations of the
author of the YOUNGER EDDA are in fact
mystifying, and the most important things
are left unsaid. Suffice is to say that
abounding in most exotic terminology,
Snorri's famous treatise does not even
possess a coherent term for alliteration.

2.2. The metrical units. In all pro-
bability the scaldic line comes from the
alliterative epic line, but the relations
between the two metrical units underwent
complete transformation in scaldic poetry.

The scaldic six-syllable line derives
from the short epic line. But the short
line is the ultimate unit of AV which
means, first, t can not be divided
into any smaller segments, and, second,
that it is subordinated to the long line
in the same way as the prosodic struc-
tures of the words are subordinated in
speech to phrasal rhythm. It is then the
long line with its rhythmic integrity and
its variable schemes establishing the
semantic values of wordsiwhich fan geAV
ri htl called the rinc a1 un o .

g This subordinatfon of metrical units
is abolished in scaldic verse, whose met-
rical schemes are constituted by the pro-
sodic structures of isolated words. As a
matter of fact, the continuity of the
phrasal rhythm can not be retained in the
verse where the phrase is broken by un-
Justified enjambements and is interwoven
with other phrases to make-the text near-
1 inscrutable. Alliteration under these
circumstances provides only a formal con—

nection for lines with the general accen-
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The 'metrics', in its turn, was mainly
thought of as the reflection of ‘music',
the reconstruction of which was believed
to be the major aim of scholarly studies.
Special importance was attached to the
Anglo-Saxon harp (of. the discussion in
/II/). The difference between the litera-
ry situation in the twentieth century
Yugoslavia ind the situation in medieval
England was obscured in that reasoning,

though this particular difference is re-
sponsible for the fact that the epic poet-
ry was transferred to parchment without
the assistance of a philologist with a
tape-recorder. It has been shown ever

since that formulas can not be used as a
proof of the oral origin of a text in its
extant form. They do not fall into msuse,
to say the least, in texts definitely
known as those created on parchmentJ'a'mu-
laic poetry - and the corresponding type
of metrics - lived as long as 'the un-
conscious authorship' (H. Steblin-Kamen-
skij's term) prevailed in medievalwriuen
poetry. To quote Steblin-Kamenskij, “The

movement from unconscious to conscious
authorship, obviously, is the basic di-

rection in which literature develops. It
is a great simplification, though, to

assume that the transition from oral to

written literature coincides with the

transition to conscious authorship'/12,

p.130/.
Secondly, among various types of for-

mulas and formulaic systems it was the
semantic formulas (i.e. formulas serving
to equip epic themes) that mainly attrac-
ted attention. It is clear, however, that
the connection of verse with language is
first and foremost realized on the level
of more general patterns underlying se-
mantic formulas, 1.9. on the level of
rhythmic-syntactic formulas. As a matter
of fact, only the latter Justify speaking
of the 'totally formulaic style' as the
general organizing principle of Old Ger-
manic poetic language. As for semantic
formulas, their share is largely dependmt
upon the genre of the text and other fea-
tures of its poetic_style.

Being rooted in 'unconscious author-
ship; AV can not break through the range
of traditional ideas and values of epic
poetry, an this puts an end to its exist-
ence.

1.3. There were several attempts to
explain the collapse of AV (first of all
in the English tradition) as the result
of the changed structure of the language.
Primary importance was attached to the‘
changes in word prosodics ( quantitative
changes in Middle English word) , in word-
stock (numerous French borrowings and the
deterioration of poetic vocabulary) and
also to the analytic tendencies in gram-
mar. This approach (first applied to AV
by Winfred P. Lehmann /IS/) seems nowa-
days too straightforward. No less radical

prosodic transformations (as well as‘fiher
linguistic changes) took place in the pre
written period, but while an unbroken po-
etic tradition and the continuity of po-
etic texts were preserved, they did not
produce any catastrophes in the metrical
system. The Old Norse 'post-syncopal'
Iornyrdislag had, obviously, little af-
finity to the Common Germanic long line
which was current at the time of syllable
autonomy. Still, both systems, which are
thousand years apart, are diachronically
and typologically (as far as vea e -

ne 3 iden--language relations are concer

tical. Linguistic changes become destruc-
tive for the verse only when poetry
spreads to the spheres of reality un-
conquered (and unconquerable) by tradi-
tion, and the verse comes into contact
with new subjects and raw speech material.
This process can be to some extent traced
in Late Old English texts. Thus, although
the author of the Late Old English poem
DURHAM takes great pains to follow the
classical samples of AV, his attempts are
bound to fail:'like a boy riding a bi-
cycle, once the traditional poet or singer
began to think about what he was doing,
he was liable to fall off' /I4,p.I76/.
Although the syllable range varies in
DURHAM within the same limits as in EEG-
WULF and the number of alliterative words
per line is usually observed, the allite-
ration, marking accidental words, is in—
effective, the metrical schemes of the
short line are crushed, and the place of
formulas is taken by disorderly speech
material. The verse of DURHAM might be
defined as 'a variable unit containing
two stresses and as much else as the poet
saw fit to put in' (see 1.1), but this is
no longer alliterative verse.

At the same time it is quite sympto-
matic, that in this particular loose verse
and as an attempt to compensate for its
looseness, the “alternating rhythm be -

comes almost mandatory'/I3,pJOO/:
9. Is in Bare byri eac/.bearnum gecyaed

’ L x _ x .J L x- x x — x
14.18 Ber inne midd hecm/fibelwold biscop

l I a I

The same is more or less true of
other Late Old English texts. The way is
gradually paved for the adoption of Latin
and French poetic metres and for the con-

ception of syllabo—tonics.

Some centuries earlier and on an in-
-comparably larger scale the process of
abstracting metrics as an external form
began in the Scandinavian tradition. The
starting point for this process was (as
in the case of Old English poetry) the
spreading of poetry to new subjects (fin¢
~and foremost the sphere of the actual
present) and the development of indivi-
dual authorship. But the scaldic metrics
unlike the budding syllabo-tonic schemes
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of English poetry appears as the result
0f abstracting the form within the proso-dic structures of the language itself.

’2. The scaldic verse

2-I. The scaldic verse is generally
considered as a tightened form of the epic
verse: 'the scalds added external require-
mentsto those they had inherited”/I.3,‘p.84/.
The scaldic line is formed, from this
point of view, by adding a fixed cadence
(- x ) to the short line of the epic mould.
The scald retains the accentual schemes
of the line (Sievers' five types), but
adds to them some innovative syllabic re-
strictions.on the number of unstressed
syllables and the quantitative rules: so,
resolution is permitted in the initial
positions of the line butrsvoided~in the
middle of the line, etc. The alliteration,
in its turn, is subjectedwto some new for-
mal restrictions and assistedrby internal
rhyme (‘hending') of two types : afialhendo
ing or full rhyme, in the even lines of
a v as and skothending, or partial rhyme,
in its odd lines.

It is clear, however, that this
approach to the scaldic verse entails
additiOnal complications to the old
ques on of how poets were able to cope
with their technique. The rules of epic
poetry, as we have seen, were not cumber-
some for the scop : "he learnes the meter
ever in association with particular‘phnasx?
/9.P.32/. But the scaldic poetry is de-
monstrably unformulaic. Entity of sense is
not evolved by its lines. So, the three
word' of the following line by scald Sig-
Vat ordarson all belong to three diffe-
rent sentences interwoven within the space
of a helming: eirlaust - konungr- Inira.
Peter G. Foote might be quite right when
he suggests that "pairs of alliterative
words and rhyming stems must have hung to-
gether as tags, perhaps not 'formulaic'
in the strict sense of the word, but ready

to Spring in m1nd'/Is,p.183/. but the
technique of such composition, - if we
consider the remarkable 'scaldic sensibi-
lity'(Carol Clover) in matters of author-
ship} - remains even more obscure with
this suggestion.

What is still worse, there are nume-
rous lines that do not lend themselves to
the routine procedure of metrical analy-
sis: some of the generally accepted cri-
teria are ineffective in case of the
scaldic verse espec ally those based on
the semantic values of words), others -
insufficient (as eddic alliteration in

use w h an additional stress)- The 30‘
centuation of the simplest line of four

'01d8'( kilir ristu haf Lists ) becomes
a problem for-a scholar attached to the
traditional approach. It is often assumed
that the scalds sacrified some metrical
rules for the sake of some other metrical

rules, and that being mveterate 'forma-
lists' they often actually violated form.
Sometimes they went so far as to put auxiL
iary words in the position of key- alli-
teration to adjust the number of sylla-
bles and the framework of handing.

We prefer another solution to this
problem. It is the contention of the pre-
sent paper that eddic metrical schemes are
not to be taken for granted in scaldic
verse. The violation of the eddic struc-
tures was not compulsory but deliberate,
not chaotic but systematic in scaldic
versification. In his attitude towards
the outworn treatment of the language in
traditional poetry the scald resorted to
a device that might be called 'aliena-
tion'(ostrannenie) after the Russian for-
mal school. He experimented with the pro-
sodic structures of words like a true
'structuralist' and in doing so reduced
the structures of language to a few ope-
rable patterns. We are going to show now
that scaldic metrics is not at all as com-
plicated as it looks.

01d Icelandic literature (unlike Old
Irish) completely passes over the ques-
tion of how ‘the young scalds' learned
their trade. It is well-known to allthose
who attempted to penetrate 'Snorri's
categories', that elucidations of the
author of the YOUNGER EDDA are in fact
mystifying, and the most important things
are left unsaid. Suffice is to say that
abounding in most exotic terminology,
Snorri's famous treatise does not even
possess a coherent term for alliteration.

2.2. The metrical units. In all pro-
bability the scaldic line comes from the
alliterative epic line, but the relations
between the two metrical units underwent
complete transformation in scaldic poetry.

The scaldic six-syllable line derives
from the short epic line. But the short
line is the ultimate unit of AV which
means, first, t can not be divided
into any smaller segments, and, second,
that it is subordinated to the long line
in the same way as the prosodic struc-
tures of the words are subordinated in
speech to phrasal rhythm. It is then the
long line with its rhythmic integrity and
its variable schemes establishing the
semantic values of wordsiwhich fan geAV
ri htl called the rinc a1 un o .

g This subordinatfon of metrical units
is abolished in scaldic verse, whose met-
rical schemes are constituted by the pro-
sodic structures of isolated words. As a
matter of fact, the continuity of the
phrasal rhythm can not be retained in the
verse where the phrase is broken by un-
Justified enjambements and is interwoven
with other phrases to make-the text near-
1 inscrutable. Alliteration under these
circumstances provides only a formal con—

nection for lines with the general accen-
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tual pattern. In other words, the long

line ceases to exist in scaldic poetry as

an integral unit. It is transformed into

a distich, or a constructive element in

the campOsition of a visa (cf. the Old
Norse term fadrBungr, i.e. 'the fourth
part of a visa').

Thus, in scaldic poetry the short fine

is autonomous and serves as the principal

metrical unit or the line proper (visuoral
The autonomizatIon of the short line

is most evidently manifested in its ca-

dence. The scaldic cadence is obligatorily

marked by a hendin and is formed by an

inseparable (whole) word. Marking the end

of the line, the cadence is at the same

time an element of the binary structurecf

the line. The remaining part of the line

is, in its turn, segmented into two sepa-

rate 'prosodic words'. The successive bi-

nary segmentation of the line corresponds

as we can see, to the successive binary

se entation of a visa (visa - helmingr -

fjoraungr - visuorfi). At the same time,

-there appears a certain correlation be-

tween the metrical form and the separa-

bility of scaldic ksnnings.

In the composite structure of scaldic

lines the traditional metrical types are

subjected to considerable simplification

and deformation.

2. . The metrical t es of scaldic

verse (E5535 . Thus the scaIdIc

line consists of three 'prosodic words'

that may be termed in accordance with the

succession of its segmentation as the

finakg (cadence), the mediale and the
~ iale. The boundary 0 e mediale is

marked by the boundary of the penultimate

notional word;
the main part of the line cadence

austr se'k ) fjoll af // flausta

ini iale mediale finale

Each of these three segments of a
scaldic line has essentially different met-

rical functions and rhythmic possibilities.

The rigidity of the line increases from

its beginning to its end. The finale, as

we know, is the line's constants. The me-

diale is chosen by the ace ran all the

available prosodic structures of the lan-

guage (some structures, however, are

dropped out or merged into one, see belov).
In this respect the mediale can be termed

the line's alternanta. The structure of

alternanta fuIIy predicts the metrical

treatment of the linguistic material in

the initials, which owing to its predicta-

bility allows considerable rhythmic varia-

tion (variants). It is within this ssddon
of the line that uantitative substitu-

tions (sometimes oubling the syllabic

range of varianta), additional word-
boundaries and cohesion are widely prac-

tised by the scald. However, the hmmediate

prosodic prototype of the initials is the

prosodic structure of a two- or threea‘

syllable word.
Three prosodic types of alternantas are

distinguished; hence, the whole variety

of epic metrical forms (five types with
'their variations) is reduced to only

three unified patterns. The lines which

can not be confined to these three types

(specifically, lines with weak initial

position) are not infrequent in the Cat”?

est scaldic poetry (the 9th - the first

half of the Ioth century). In other cases

they develop as a secondary-metrical de-

vice in the innovative efforts of indie

vidual scalds; of. for instance VELLEKLA

by Ednarr S aglamm and some of thsvarb

eties of drdttkvsstt encountered in
HATTALIXILL and HATTATAL.

T e I, neutral, altsrnanta - 1

('heavy'). This is the only type, whose

alternanta admits of the inner (additiOo

nal) word-boundary, on condition that the

weak position in it is filled by the

lightest of 'clitics'. Thus, the finite

forms of the verb are avoided in this po-

sition, the variants (initials) of the

same type or alternanta of type 3 bein

reserved for them. Examples: hnekbumk

heiBnir' // rekhar; rygr kvazk / inni //
siga; setit hef’k / opt v13 // betra.
Type I accounts for 39 6rbjorn Horn -

klofi) up to S6 (Arndrr kdrBarson)percent

of lines in scaldic poetry of IOth-IIth

centuries and has a conspicuouspreference

for odd lines.
Two other types of alternantas are

formed by a 'minimal' word ('light’alter-

nanta). Both of them are functionally

marked and prefer even lines. Type 2 al-

ternanta~Ju (short two-syllabic word):

allsvan- / gotur / langar; berr mik /

Donum / ferri; var 'k psim / feginn.”
harfila. Type 3 with a one-s llable alter-

nanta: hialdrge r / bu ”gegna; vind-

blasit / skdf / Strinda; kilir ristu /

haf AVIdsta.
The one-syllable alternanta in type 3

has some noteworthy quantitative restric-

tions. Thus, the structures with a long

vowel in a closed syllable and or con-

sonant cluster (skof, batt, leak) arepeb

mitted for finite verbs but avoided for

nouns and nominal forms. This restriction

(known as‘the Craigie's rule') reflects

the accentual disparity between ths.verb

and the noun in AV, that is their be-

longing to different metrical ranks: the

nouns, like 'hrings. hraustr' appear to

be too 'heavy' for this alternanta. .

The prosodic distinction of 'heavy'

(type I) and 'light' (types 2,3) alter-

nantas is manifested in their treatment

of alliteration and rhyme. The 'heavy'al-

tsrnanta as a general rule (more.than85$
of lines among hofua-skéld,i.e. 'head-
scalds') is marked by rhyme and/or alli-

teration. The 'light' alternantas, on the
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other hand, take no part in sound repeti-
tions irrespective of the meaning ofwords
in this position. The main weight of the
line is correspondingly shifted in such
lines to variants (the initials) crammed
with heavy syllables and marked by both
rhyme and alliteration. The natural pro-
sodic strucures (as they are reflected in
eddic schemes) are substituted in these
lines for an artificial, forced rhythm,
most vividly shown in type 2 (with bi-
syllabic compounds in the initials). Such
lines as hugsvinn / kona // innan would
be interpreted IE’terms of 'tfi: five-type
system' as a heavy variety of A-line
(- - - x); that is Just the way they are
usually interpreted in literature on scal-
dic poetry. The structural function of
rhyme is sure to be denied in this case
/I6,pc35/. It is evident, on the other
hand, that this artificial rhythm wasused

as a most effectual tool of bringing into
prominence scaldic nonce words heavily
burdened with consonant clusters and dis-
sected by rhyme and alliteration in Juxt-
apposition. Cf. some more examples from
Sigvat's mums stirs-mm £1040):
(EIPG 2) sdknstribs / firum fl'r 3a; marg-
dyrr / konungr A’varga; stalgustr / ofanfl
hustu; (type 3) \fthlaupum/ gram //kaupask;
hundmorgum / lét fl’grundar: hJaldrmdbum /
gram // brddir; framlundar/Ogl/mundar.

The term ‘stress' has been avoided
above, although the observed features of
scaldic metrics can be easily described

as 'taking the stress off' alternanta,
'the stress junction' in variants etc.

However such a description would obvious-

ly be simply rebencoding the fact8o’101-
lowing from the quantitative analysis of
verse and the study of sound-repetitions.
The scaldic verse fully Justifies the ap-
proach to word stress according to which

stress is not a force marking off a syl-

lable and given a priori; rather. it is

a mechanism referring syllables to one or

another category” /I7.p.25/. But this
statement is Justified by the scaldic met
rics only insofar as it operates with

isolated words.

2. . uantit ‘and stress. It should

be noted en conciusion. that although

Scaldic verse is both genetically and

functionally linked with the types of the

epic short line (and scaldic devices are

effective only against the background of

9913 poetry), the relations between the

tVo prosodic features of the epic line -

quantity and stress - appear turned up-

31d. down .

In AV quantity was subordinated to
stress. The syllable,length served as an
additional means of marking the 'lifts'
Of the line. The role of quantitative
rules is minimal in leose forms of Av

(such as in LA! or mrnrsmn). held by
emPhatic-phrasal stresses and thus Justi-

fying the name of tonic vsrse..The role
of quantitative oppositions increases in'
the course of canonising short-line
schemes and/or reducing the range of syl-
lable-variation in the line. Their prio-
rity in relation to stress in scaldic
verse is the natural consequence of its
syllabism. But at the same time this is
the result of the fact that the immediate
prototype of the scaldic verse pattern is
the short line, whose schemes are based
on the prosodic structures of the word.
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tual pattern. In other words, the long

line ceases to exist in scaldic poetry as

an integral unit. It is transformed into

a distich, or a constructive element in

the campOsition of a visa (cf. the Old
Norse term fadrBungr, i.e. 'the fourth
part of a visa').

Thus, in scaldic poetry the short fine

is autonomous and serves as the principal

metrical unit or the line proper (visuoral
The autonomizatIon of the short line

is most evidently manifested in its ca-

dence. The scaldic cadence is obligatorily

marked by a hendin and is formed by an

inseparable (whole) word. Marking the end

of the line, the cadence is at the same

time an element of the binary structurecf

the line. The remaining part of the line

is, in its turn, segmented into two sepa-

rate 'prosodic words'. The successive bi-

nary segmentation of the line corresponds

as we can see, to the successive binary

se entation of a visa (visa - helmingr -

fjoraungr - visuorfi). At the same time,

-there appears a certain correlation be-

tween the metrical form and the separa-

bility of scaldic ksnnings.

In the composite structure of scaldic

lines the traditional metrical types are

subjected to considerable simplification

and deformation.

2. . The metrical t es of scaldic

verse (E5535 . Thus the scaIdIc

line consists of three 'prosodic words'

that may be termed in accordance with the

succession of its segmentation as the

finakg (cadence), the mediale and the
~ iale. The boundary 0 e mediale is

marked by the boundary of the penultimate

notional word;
the main part of the line cadence

austr se'k ) fjoll af // flausta

ini iale mediale finale

Each of these three segments of a
scaldic line has essentially different met-

rical functions and rhythmic possibilities.

The rigidity of the line increases from

its beginning to its end. The finale, as

we know, is the line's constants. The me-

diale is chosen by the ace ran all the

available prosodic structures of the lan-

guage (some structures, however, are

dropped out or merged into one, see belov).
In this respect the mediale can be termed

the line's alternanta. The structure of

alternanta fuIIy predicts the metrical

treatment of the linguistic material in

the initials, which owing to its predicta-

bility allows considerable rhythmic varia-

tion (variants). It is within this ssddon
of the line that uantitative substitu-

tions (sometimes oubling the syllabic

range of varianta), additional word-
boundaries and cohesion are widely prac-

tised by the scald. However, the hmmediate

prosodic prototype of the initials is the

prosodic structure of a two- or threea‘

syllable word.
Three prosodic types of alternantas are

distinguished; hence, the whole variety

of epic metrical forms (five types with
'their variations) is reduced to only

three unified patterns. The lines which

can not be confined to these three types

(specifically, lines with weak initial

position) are not infrequent in the Cat”?

est scaldic poetry (the 9th - the first

half of the Ioth century). In other cases

they develop as a secondary-metrical de-

vice in the innovative efforts of indie

vidual scalds; of. for instance VELLEKLA

by Ednarr S aglamm and some of thsvarb

eties of drdttkvsstt encountered in
HATTALIXILL and HATTATAL.

T e I, neutral, altsrnanta - 1

('heavy'). This is the only type, whose

alternanta admits of the inner (additiOo

nal) word-boundary, on condition that the

weak position in it is filled by the

lightest of 'clitics'. Thus, the finite

forms of the verb are avoided in this po-

sition, the variants (initials) of the

same type or alternanta of type 3 bein

reserved for them. Examples: hnekbumk

heiBnir' // rekhar; rygr kvazk / inni //
siga; setit hef’k / opt v13 // betra.
Type I accounts for 39 6rbjorn Horn -

klofi) up to S6 (Arndrr kdrBarson)percent

of lines in scaldic poetry of IOth-IIth

centuries and has a conspicuouspreference

for odd lines.
Two other types of alternantas are

formed by a 'minimal' word ('light’alter-

nanta). Both of them are functionally

marked and prefer even lines. Type 2 al-

ternanta~Ju (short two-syllabic word):

allsvan- / gotur / langar; berr mik /

Donum / ferri; var 'k psim / feginn.”
harfila. Type 3 with a one-s llable alter-

nanta: hialdrge r / bu ”gegna; vind-

blasit / skdf / Strinda; kilir ristu /

haf AVIdsta.
The one-syllable alternanta in type 3

has some noteworthy quantitative restric-

tions. Thus, the structures with a long

vowel in a closed syllable and or con-

sonant cluster (skof, batt, leak) arepeb

mitted for finite verbs but avoided for

nouns and nominal forms. This restriction

(known as‘the Craigie's rule') reflects

the accentual disparity between ths.verb

and the noun in AV, that is their be-

longing to different metrical ranks: the

nouns, like 'hrings. hraustr' appear to

be too 'heavy' for this alternanta. .

The prosodic distinction of 'heavy'

(type I) and 'light' (types 2,3) alter-

nantas is manifested in their treatment

of alliteration and rhyme. The 'heavy'al-

tsrnanta as a general rule (more.than85$
of lines among hofua-skéld,i.e. 'head-
scalds') is marked by rhyme and/or alli-

teration. The 'light' alternantas, on the
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other hand, take no part in sound repeti-
tions irrespective of the meaning ofwords
in this position. The main weight of the
line is correspondingly shifted in such
lines to variants (the initials) crammed
with heavy syllables and marked by both
rhyme and alliteration. The natural pro-
sodic strucures (as they are reflected in
eddic schemes) are substituted in these
lines for an artificial, forced rhythm,
most vividly shown in type 2 (with bi-
syllabic compounds in the initials). Such
lines as hugsvinn / kona // innan would
be interpreted IE’terms of 'tfi: five-type
system' as a heavy variety of A-line
(- - - x); that is Just the way they are
usually interpreted in literature on scal-
dic poetry. The structural function of
rhyme is sure to be denied in this case
/I6,pc35/. It is evident, on the other
hand, that this artificial rhythm wasused

as a most effectual tool of bringing into
prominence scaldic nonce words heavily
burdened with consonant clusters and dis-
sected by rhyme and alliteration in Juxt-
apposition. Cf. some more examples from
Sigvat's mums stirs-mm £1040):
(EIPG 2) sdknstribs / firum fl'r 3a; marg-
dyrr / konungr A’varga; stalgustr / ofanfl
hustu; (type 3) \fthlaupum/ gram //kaupask;
hundmorgum / lét fl’grundar: hJaldrmdbum /
gram // brddir; framlundar/Ogl/mundar.

The term ‘stress' has been avoided
above, although the observed features of
scaldic metrics can be easily described

as 'taking the stress off' alternanta,
'the stress junction' in variants etc.

However such a description would obvious-

ly be simply rebencoding the fact8o’101-
lowing from the quantitative analysis of
verse and the study of sound-repetitions.
The scaldic verse fully Justifies the ap-
proach to word stress according to which

stress is not a force marking off a syl-

lable and given a priori; rather. it is

a mechanism referring syllables to one or

another category” /I7.p.25/. But this
statement is Justified by the scaldic met
rics only insofar as it operates with

isolated words.

2. . uantit ‘and stress. It should

be noted en conciusion. that although

Scaldic verse is both genetically and

functionally linked with the types of the

epic short line (and scaldic devices are

effective only against the background of

9913 poetry), the relations between the

tVo prosodic features of the epic line -

quantity and stress - appear turned up-

31d. down .

In AV quantity was subordinated to
stress. The syllable,length served as an
additional means of marking the 'lifts'
Of the line. The role of quantitative
rules is minimal in leose forms of Av

(such as in LA! or mrnrsmn). held by
emPhatic-phrasal stresses and thus Justi-

fying the name of tonic vsrse..The role
of quantitative oppositions increases in'
the course of canonising short-line
schemes and/or reducing the range of syl-
lable-variation in the line. Their prio-
rity in relation to stress in scaldic
verse is the natural consequence of its
syllabism. But at the same time this is
the result of the fact that the immediate
prototype of the scaldic verse pattern is
the short line, whose schemes are based
on the prosodic structures of the word.
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